
Melodies for Robert for Flute, Cello, and Piano 

Following their world premiere, The Heare Ensemble proclaimed: “MElodiEs For robErT
contains rich harmonies, soaring melodies, and unexpected twists, but beyond the musical 
elements, it also has incredible depth of soul. like so much of Carter’s music, it paints the heart 
of the American landscape and makes you yearn for more.” MElodiEs For robErT was 
commissioned by the sdG Music Foundation in memory of flutist robert Vincent Jones; it 
consists of two movements, titled “sing,” and “listen.”

More Music for Flute 
by Carter Pann

Double Espresso – An Encore for Flute and Piano
doublE EsPrEsso was written as a gift to flutist Christina Jennings in 2017. it is a 2-minute encore 
piece flung forward at break-neck speed. True to the work’s title, the flutist zips through a multitude of 
unwinding ribbons in a frenzied, caffeinated state while the piano sizzles and crackles underneath.

Giantess for Flute and Piano 
GiANTEss was commissioned by the Flute New Music Consortium for simultaneous “co-premieres” 
by many consortium members in early March 2018. The composer has written, “The flute presents a far-
reaching melody that seemingly never ends and explores the entire range of the instrument at all times. it
is this quality of the melodic line that inspired the title of the work... the image of a larger-than-life gigantic 
performer who has the ability to make the flute expand in range, timbre, and volume, breaking the bounds 
well beyond its humble size. The phantasmagoric 9-minute work is cast in one rhapsodic movement.

Duo for Flute and bass Trombone
A commission from the Wozniak duo (lois Hicks-Wozniak saxophone and Matthew Wozniak bass trombone) 
led the composer to fashion a two-movement synthesis of this dynamic couple. The two movements (Lyrical 
Lois and Chopper’s Rag) are contrasting elements, as reflects the contrasting instruments. The first begins 
“with sweet serenity,” before giving way to a passage “in the groove,” with rhythmic foot stomps. The 
second (“Mean!”) starts with attitude, then solidity (“Kinda square”). originally for alto saxophone and 
bass trombone, Pann has also provided an adaptation for flute and bass trombone. 

Mercury Concerto for Flute and Chamber orchestra
A major three-movement work of 23 minutes, Carter Pann’s MErCurY CoNCErTo was commissioned 
for flute virtuoso Christina Jennings, Pann’s colleague at university of Colorado at boulder. The commission 
and premiere came from the river oaks Chamber orchestra where Jennings is the principal flutist. Pann 
describes the title as referring to the music’s fleeting virtuosity and mercurial spirit.
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